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Abstract:
Background: Among many possible causes, CD14, CD 56, were implicated in immune mechanisms
and might be involved in pregnancy loss. However the role of these Immunological factors has not
been clearly elucidated. Some authors have shown that women with reproductive failure (such as
JFac Med Baghdad
spontaneous miscarriage) have increased CD14, uNK cells numbers; where as other authors reported
2017; Vol.59, No .2
no difference or even reduced numbers.
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Objective: The aim of this study was to have an insight in a panel of the immunological factors shared
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in the placental microenvironment in an attempt to find a close relationships of these markers to the
state of abortions.
Methods: Immunohistochemistry technique assay was used to detect CD14 and CD56 in 40 women
with spontaneous miscarriage and in 40 healthy deliveries in Baghdad/Iraq.
Results: The CD56 protein detected as by IHC in 60.0% and 5.0% of miscarriage and healthy
delivered women groups respectively which showed statistically Significant differences ( p<0.05) .
The CD14 – IHC reactions were found in 37.5% and 7.5% of miscarriage and control placental tissues,
respectively with statistically significant differences (p <0.05).
Conclusion: The increased expression of CD14 marker in the miscarriage patients as well as
significant correlations of CD56+NK cells with the state of spontaneous abortion introducing these
markers as good immunological biomarkers for predicting possibility of abortions.
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Introduction
The etiology of abortion is diverse, but may include
maternal age, chromosomal abnormalities,
endocrine disorders, thrombophilia, infection,
immunological
rejection
of
fetus,
and
environmental factors, however, the causes of
abortions in many cases are still unknown (1).
Microbial Infections represent a major cause of
abortion, of which viruses appear to be the most
frequently involved pathogens (2). Several events
may
occur at the maternal–fetal interface,
including generation of maternal fetal tolerance,
uterine smooth muscles, its glands and spiral arteries
remodeling as well as placental construction. (3).
among many possible causes of abortions,
Immunological factors might be attributed to
abortion, yet these factors has not been clearly
elucidated. The CD14, CD 56 CD100, CD72, CD45,
and HLA-G implicated in immune mechanisms and
are involved in pregnancy loss

which have been examined their placental
expression
with
real-time
PCR,
immunohistochemistry (IHC) and western blotting
techniques (4) Natural killer (NK) cells are the key
immune cells that predominantly populating the
uterus in normal pregnancy at the maternal-fetal
interface, contrasting to their name, these cells are
not killers, but rather providing a microenvironment
in pregnancy that is compatible to support a healthy
placentation. (5). CD14 is a” pattern recognition
receptor (PRR)”, enhances innate immune
responses by sensitizing host cells to bacterial LPS,
lipoproteins, lipoteichoic acid, and other microbial
products .CD14 transfer these lipidated microbial
products to various TLR such as (TLR 4 and MD-2)
signaling complexes that induce intracellular pro
inflammatory signaling cascades upon ligand
binding, mediating the innate immune response by
cytokine secretion and the inflammatory response
(6). It has long been recognized that routine
histological examination of the placenta has
limitations, especially with regard to the diagnosis
of infectious diseases and immune markers or that
may cause severe in utero fetal damage.
Immunohistochemical testing of the placenta in
such situations can be very useful in terms of
identifying the infectious agent as well as in
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demonstrating a marked change in immune marker
expression (7). The study was done to obtain
answers for the questions: the relevance of
expression CD14, CD 56, in relation to spontaneous
abortion . The detection of the CD14, CD56, will
bring the attention of obstetricians and nearby
specialties to look for these markers as possible
targets to explain abortions of unknown etiology.

miscarriage group , and in 5.0% (2 out of total 40
cases) of normal placental tissues from those
healthy delivered women group.
Significant
differences (p<0.05) were observed among the
results of CD56-IHC scoring of the studied groups.
High percentage (41.7% %) of CD56 antigenic
expression which have (score II) were found
among placental tissues of miscarriage women
group with predominated moderate intensity that
constituted (75%), while in control placental tissues
groups , all CD56-IHC expression of ( 2 out of 40;
100% ) have score II . Significant differences
(p<0.05) regarding scoring and intensity were
statistically noticed among the study groups (Table
2).

Method:
This retrospective study made the use of paraffin
embedded placental tissues which were collected
from histopathological archives of Teaching
Laboratories at AL-Yarmouk Teaching Hospital
/Iraq and belonging to (40) female patients with
miscarriage as patients group, their ages were
ranged between 19 to 43 years, and 40 placental
tissues of normal delivery as a control group.
Expose Mouse and Rabbit Specific HRP \DAB
Detection IHC Kit ab80436 (2013)Abcam was used
for detection of CD14 andCD56 specific primary
antibodies . Statistical analysis: Analysis of data
was carried out using the available statistical
package of SPSS-22 (Statistical Packages for Social
Sciences- version 22).

Table (1): Stratification of signal scoring and
signal Intensity of immunohistochemical
reactions for detection of CD14 protein in the
studied groups
CD14 IHC Signal
Score &
Signal Intensity
CD14 IHC
Positive
Score

Results:
The score results of CD14 – IHC reaction in
miscarriage placental tissues group show that
(37.5%) were positive for this marker while the
control group has showed 7.5% of the examined
placental tissues. The highest percentages of CD14IHC reactions (40%, 6 out of 15) has high score
(score III). The results of CD14- IHC of the control
placental tissues according to signal scoring showed
that the highest score was found to have score I.
Significant differences (p <0.05) were found on
comparing the results according to CD14-IHC
scoring
between placental tissues in the
miscarriage and control groups. Regarding the
signal intensity, the positive expression of CD14
protein as immune marker was detected as a
brownish discoloration at cell surface localization
(Figure 1, A ) . Were predominated with moderate
intensity (intensity II) , (constituting (46.7) . In
the control placental tissues group (7.5%), among
them 2 out of 3 have weak signal intensity and the
remaining tissue
revealed moderate signals
intensity. Significant correlations (p <0.05)were
observed between miscarriage and control placental
tissue groups for CD14 protein IHC- expression
according to their signals intensity (Table 1 )
regarding the immunostaning of CD56 protein as
cell surface marker was detected as a brownish
discoloration at cell surface localization (Figure 1,
B) . The percentage of CD56 protein was found in
60.0% (24 out of total 40 cases) in the placental
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Control
placental
tissue
No %
37
92.5
3
7.5

P value

Negative
Positive

Miscarriage
placental
tissue
No
%
25
62.5
15
37.5

Score I
Score II
Score III

5
4
6

33.3
26.7
40.0

2
1
-

66.7
33.3
-

0.376

20.0

2

66.7

0.217

46.7

1

33.3

33.3

-

-

CD14 IHC
Positive
Intensity

weak
3
/I
Moderat
7
e /II
Strong / 5
III
*Significant difference between
square test at 0.05 level

0.001*

proportions using Pearson Chi-

Table
(2):
Frequency
distribution
of
Immunohistochemistry results for CD56 protein
according to signal scoring and Signal Intensity
CD56
Signal Score

CD56
IHC
Positive
Score

IHC

Negative
Positive

Score I
Score II
Score III
CD56
weak
IHC
/I
Positive
Moderate
Intensity
/ II
strong
/ III
*Significant difference
square test at 0.05 level
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Miscarriage
placental
tissue
No
%
16
40.0
24
60.0

Control
placental
tissue
No %
38
95.0
2
5.0

P value

6
10
8
-

25.0
41.7
33.3
-

2
1

100
50.0

-

18

75.0

1

50.0

6

25.0

-

-

0.0001*

0.002*

between proportions using Pearson Chi-
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B/400X

A/400X

C/400X

D/400X

Figure(1):Microphotograph of IHC staining of CD14&CD56 positive within the inflammatory cells of
trophoblastic placental tissues from miscarriage patients (red arrow) : A- showed score 3 and strong
intensity of CD14.
B- showed score 3 and strong intensity of CD56. C- showed score2 and strong intensity for CD56 . Dnegative IHC-signal staining for IHC .
Discussion:
The current study has demonstrated a highly
immunohistochemical detection of CD14 in the
miscarriage placental tissues group (37.5%) than
CD14 antigen expression in those tissues in the
control placental tissues group (7.5% ). Significant
differences (p <0.05) were found on comparing the
results according to CD14-IHC scoring between the
two groups. The obtained results are in agreement
with the findings of a study done by Quenby in (8)
where he found that there was an elevated
expression in CD4+, CD14+, CD16+, CD56+and
MHC class II+ cellular surface markers in tissues
obtained from placental women with recurrent
miscarriage as compared to their controls .
However, there are few reports about the role of
J Fac Med Baghdad

CD14 during miscarriage cases. In this respect,
Karhukorpi and his colleagues in 2002 have
observed that
CD14 was up regulated on
monocytes during pregnancy(9) . The explanations
for the higher rates of CD14 expression in the
current results might be related to the presence of
mild inflammation in miscarriage pregnancy which
might result in activation of monocytes due to
inflammatory response to low levels of fetal
antigens derived from fetal tissues or placenta. This
inflammation is mediated by innate immune
mechanisms of which active monocyte (increased
intracellular reactive oxygen species, and
expression of surface CD14, CD11b, CD64
receptors) are one of them, and as observed and
172
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stated by JE LIM (10) .Thus, this study have
revealed an increase in the expression of CD14
which is among many possible mechanisms which
might be associated with miscarriage. Two
possibilities can explain the increment in CD 14
expression: first one is that abortion will lead to
inflammation and this will increase CD14+
monocytes whereas the second is that due to the
immunological process these CD 14 + monocytes
will mediate the secretion of cytokines like TNF and
others which are in turn would have role and then
lead to the abortion (11). This may reflect the
possibility of an elevated of CD 14 + monocytes
among the miscarriage placental tissues in the
current study.This finding did not rule out the
possibility that endotoxin might also be an etiologic
factor in spontaneous miscarriage. The possibility
that endotoxin might be another etiologic factor in
increase CD 14 + monocytes as a possible immune
mechanism against bacterial infection
as a
causative agent for spontaneous miscarriage in
humans (12). In this study we used IHC assay for
surface marker antigen and we suggest that it would
be of interest for further research to study the
polymorphisms of genes coding for these molecules
that are involved in endotoxin signaling. We need
to highlight the environmental lipopolysaccharide
triggers along with CD14 monocyte and other
intrinsic mediators of lipopolysaccharide signaling
to solve the enigmatic role of lipopolysaccharide in
spontaneous miscarriage in humans. In the current
study, the immunostaining of CD56 protein as a
brownish discoloration was represented at cellular surface localization. The IHC technique has showed
that 60% of placental tissues in miscarriage group
were positive for CD 56 protein , while only 5.0%
of normal placental tissues of those healthy
delivered women were positive for this marker and
reach to the statistical significant level ( p<0.05)
among the studies groups . Compatible with our
results , Theodora and their colleagues and by using
IHC methods also found significantly increased
CD56 cell expression in decidua parietalis of
sections of miscarriage placental tissues ,which
have showed higher significant percentage in both
deciduas basalis and deciduas perietalis (13) .These
differences may be due to the involvement of
specific subsets of NK cells in human peripheral
blood , deciduas and endometerium in cases of
repeated implantation failure, or due to the use of
CD56 antigen as the solely marker in detection(14).
The current results are supporting many evidences
which cited for the occurrence of functional
changes in NK cells in patients with spontaneous
abortion in humans which in turn might be linked
to the states of hormonal dysregulation, impaired
antigen education, or related microbial infection
and inflammation . The present finding is in
J Fac Med Baghdad
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agreement with the Akhlaq and co-workers (2012)
who revealed that decidual NK cells were present
at term but that their numbers are maximal during
the period of trophoblast invasion
. The
observations of the current study could indicate that
the ability of NK cell-mediated immune regulation
could possibly be lost in our series of cases (15).
The reasons for these discrepancies are not entirely
clear, one of the explanation of such increase
numbers of CD56 cells could be related to the
imbalance of TH1/TH2 immunity which might be
lead to poor placentation as well as spontaneous
abortion, since the NK cells were found to mediate
changes in systemic type 1 and type 2 immunities,
of the women with spontaneous abortions indicating
a role for altered expression of dNK cell receptors
in the development of miscarriage (16). Our results
disagree with a study done by Srividya and Sesh
(2014) in UK who showed
that there was no
difference in the percentage of uNK cells in women
with RM compared with control group (17) . The
present findings could be explained also in that
natural killer cell activity in women with recurrent
miscarriage can be mediated by high levels of stress
as well as autoimmune disease The maternal-fetal
interface is known to protect the fetus from
destruction by the immune system of its mother
(18). These findings support the hypothesis that
endometrial NK cells are most important for the
establishment of successful pregnancy while
alterations in the endometrial NK cell population are
associated with early pregnancy loss. Tang et al.
(2011) who addressed their research on the role of
NK cells in relation to pregnancy outcomes in
women with spontaneous miscarriage and they
concluded that abnormal uNK cells did not predict
adverse pregnancy outcomes of miscarriage or
implantation failure in women with spontaneous
miscarriage (19) .
Conclusion:
Although significant correlation was observed
between an increase rates of CD56+NK cells and
CD14 with the state of spontaneous abortion
studied in this research work ,we conclude that
complexity of immune system as well as the use of
only two variables , could not possible to predict in
virtue the outcome in spontaneous miscarriage
since NK cell and CD14 activity is probably only
two measure among the overall immune system
.Significant correlations of CD56+NK cells with
the state of spontaneous abortion introducing these
markers as a good immunological biomarkers for
predicting possibility of abortions. The increased
expression of CD14 marker in the miscarriage
patients could
indicate either an inflammatory
influx of CD14 associated with results from
abortion or an immunological process via CD 14 +
173
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monocytes which
mediate the secretion of
cytokines like TNF and others that in turn would
have role leading to these abortions.
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